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Abstract—Battery packs are widely used in electric vehicles.
Imbalance in the state of charge (SoC) of battery cells results
in suboptimal operation of these packs due to their early stop
of charging and discharging processes. This in turns leads to an
increase in the number of charging cycles, which degrades the
performance of the battery pack and results in shorter lifetime.
To address cell imbalance, battery management systems (BMS)
must employ cell balancing or equalization methods. In this
paper, we propose a novel battery pack balancing technique,
which uses a reconfigurable switching network to periodically
change the pack topology in order to achieve cell balancing. The
periodic reconfiguration is based on a machine learning (ML)
algorithm that points the next topology that will get the pack
into an operation mode in the next control period where cell
imbalance is reduced. The proposed technique is verified with
a custom simulation framework that integrates state-of-the-art
extended Kalman filtering (EKF) models for state estimation
for increased accuracy. Simulation results demonstrate that the
proposed technique can successfully reduce battery pack cell
imbalance.

Index Terms—battery pack, cell imbalance, state of charge,
battery pack reconfiguration

I. INTRODUCTION

We are witnessing an increasing adoption of electric ve-

hicles (EVs). For example, the state of California announced

that it will ban the sale of new gas-powered vehicles starting in

2035 [1]. EVs are powered by battery packs formed by many

battery cells that are connected in various configurations. The

overall state of charge (SoC) of a battery pack is essential in

battery management systems (BMS), whose role is to monitor

the battery pack and to implement various optimizations aimed

at improving performance, and increasing the traveled distance

of EVs. Lithium-ion (Li-ion) batteries are largely used in

today’s EVs because Li-ion batteries have many advantages,

including being rechargeable and offering fast charging times.

However, Li-ion batteries pose challenges as well, and one

of the challenges is cell imbalance in terms of SoC. That is

because charging or discharging of individual cells is non-

uniform and this results in variation of the actual SoC values.

This happens due to unavoidable differences in cell charac-

teristics such as capacity and internal resistance that depend

on fabrication processes [2]. When cells become imbalanced

for example during charging, the first cell that reaches full

capacity stops the charging process early with potentially many

other cells still only partially charged. Thus, the battery pack

is not fully charged to capacity, the total driving distance is

reduced, and the number of charges will increase. This in

turn degrades performance and shortens the lifetime of the

battery pack. Therefore, cell balancing techniques are desirable

in order to improve the battery performance and to prolong

lifetime of battery packs.

There have been several previous studies that looked at

various aspects of battery cell balancing. Some excellent re-

views of such techniques are presented in [3], [4]. Commonly,

there are two major types of balancing techniques: passive and

active balancing techniques [2]. The charge in higher energy

cells is redistributed during cycles of charging and discharging

when using active cell balancing. In passive cell balancing,

the idea is to simply dissipate charge [5]. For example, the

study in [2] proposed an equalization method that uses a

grouping average technique based on the average level of

battery terminal voltage [2]. The study in [6] proposed a

method of using switch arrays for reconfigurable battery cells

and designed an active SoC balancing. Similarly, the work in

[7] proposed a battery pack balancing technique that also uses

a reconfigurable battery pack structure with no additional SoC

equalization circuit.

In this paper, we propose a novel battery cell balancing

technique that uses a reconfigurable network of switches that

we adopt from the work in [8]. To control the reconfiguration

of the network of switches, the proposed technique uses ac-

curate extended Kalman filtering (EKF) based SoC estimation

techniques and machine learning (ML) based prediction. The

objective of the proposed technique or algorithm is to peri-

odically switch between different configurations or topologies

of the battery pack, so that the battery pack operates in a

mode where the variation of cells SoC is reduced, thereby

keeping the charging or discharging as uniform as possible.

In other words, the charging and discharging rates of all cells

are kept as equal as possible and cell balancing or equalization

is achieved. The decision as of what best topology to switch

to - from a reduced set of predetermined topologies - is done

with the help of an ML model. For training the ML model, we

use a custom battery pack simulation framework to generate

datasets that collect SoC values, max, mean and std of the

SoC values. The ML model is trained to pick up the next

best configuration from among the configurations that form a
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Figure 1. Equivalent electric circuit for a battery cell used by the ESC model
[10].

Pareto front in the solution space.

II. BATTERY CELL MODELING, SOC ESTIMATION AND

RECONFIGURABLE BATTERY PACK ARCHITECTURE

In this section, we present details on the battery cell models

and SoC estimation techniques that are used in the custom

simulation framework. We also describe the reconfigurable

battery pack architecture that is assumed in this work.

A. Battery Cell Model

The popular study in [9] presented several battery cell

models. The most sophisticated one is the enhanced self-

correcting (ESC) model, and is the one that we implemented in

the custom simulation framework, which we developed for this

work. Compared to other models, in addition to capturing SoC,

this model also captures the hysteresis voltage and diffusion

processes into the state vector of the state space model. Next,

we present only a brief description of this model, whose

equivalent circuit model is shown in Fig. 1.

The state space representation for the ESC model can be

described by the following equations [10]:
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yk = OCV (zk) +Mhk −R1iR,k −R0ik (2)

Where, eq. 1 is called the state equation and eq. 2 is called

the output equation. In these equations, yk is the terminal

voltage, as the output of the system, ik is the cell instantaneous

current which is treated as the input of the system, and R0 is

the internal resistance of the battery cell. The state vector xk

includes three states as follows:

xk =





zk
iR,k

hk



 (3)

Where zk represents the SoC state, iR,k is the diffusion process

current state, and hk is the hysteresis state. Matrix elements

ARC , BRC and AH,k in eq. 1 are defined by the following

expressions:

ARC = exp(
−∆t

R1C1
) (4)

BRC = 1− exp(
−∆t

R1C1
) (5)

AH,k = exp(−|
ηkikγ∆t

Q
|) (6)

The SoC zk is defined as 100% when the cell is fully charged

and 0% when fully discharged. ηk is called the Coulombic

efficiency; usually ηk = 1 when the cell is discharging and ηk
6 1 when the cell is charging. ∆t is a small sampling interval

used to convert the continuous-time system to discrete-time.

Q is the total capacity of the cell; it is the total amount of

charge when charging the cell from SoC 0% to 100%. The

open circuit voltage OCV (zk) is an ideal voltage source and

is a function of SoC. In practice, OCV (zk) is found by cell

testing and the testing data can be integrated as a look-up

table. R1iR,k is used for representing the diffusion voltage

[11]. While multiple RC pairs can be included in the ESC

model, in this paper, we use only one R1C1 pair, similarly

to [10]. The third state is the hysteresis state hk which also

has the connection to the input ik of the state equation. In eq.

6, γ is a small constant which can be used for modeling the

voltage decay.

B. SoC Estimation

Because the SoC of a battery cell is not a quantity that

can be directly measured, estimation methods are typically

employed. One of the most common used methods to estimate

SoC of a battery cell is Kalman filtering. Kalman filter theory

is a classic technique developed in the 1960’s [12]. Kalman

filters have been used in many application areas including

control systems, signal processing and image processing due

to its accuracy and robustness [13]. As a variation of Kalman

filter theory, the extended Kalman filtering (EKF) is used for

the estimation of non-linear state-space models. The idea of

EKF is that a linearization can be used at around the current

estimate by using partial derivatives of the state and output

equations to compute estimates for each time step in discrete

time [9]. Thus, EKF is a perfect choice for estimating battery

cell SoC because the battery cell state-space model is a non-

linear representation at time k. An illustration of how EKF is

used for SoC estimation is shown in Fig. 2. The simulation

tool, which we developed to be able to conduct the simulation

experiments from this paper, implements the EKF approach

for estimating SoC for all cells in a battery pack, which are

then used to estimate the SoC of the entire pack for the best

possible accuracy of results.

C. Reconfigurable Battery Pack Architecture

In this paper, we assume a custom reconfigurable battery

pack, whose architecture is inspired from the work in [8],

which used a similar reconfigurable network of switches in

photovoltaic (PV) arrays. The main idea of this reconfigurable

battery pack - illustrated in Fig. 3.a for a pack with four cells

- is to use a network of programmable switches, which can be

controlled to implement different pack topologies. Each cell

in the pack has assigned a group of three switches (SPT,i,
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Figure 2. Illustration of how the ESC cell model would run in parallel with
the true hardware cell. The model is solved at each time step k by the EKF
algorithm that uses the Kalman gain Kk during the state correction step or
measurement update.
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Figure 3. (a) Structure of battery pack reconfigurable architecture with 4
cells. (b) An example of a 2× 2 battery pack topology.

SPB,i and SS,i), which help connect the cell in various series

or parallel configurations with other cells in order to form

desired numbers of rows and columns in the pack. Note that

for a given group of such switches, the top and the bottom

level switches should always be in the same state, while the

middle level switch must be in an opposite state [8].

By controlling the on/off state of these switches, different

topologies can be realized. For example, a 2 × 2 topology

can be realized as shown in Fig. 3.b. While this battery pack

architecture has the advantage of being reconfigurable, it also

has the downside of being more complex due to the network

of switches, which adds to the overall cost of the battery.

III. PROPOSED CELL BALANCING ALGORITHM

A. Equalization via Switching Between Pack Topologies

The objective of the proposed algorithm is to achieve cells

SoC equalization or balancing only by using the reconfig-

urable network of switches discussed earlier. We observed

that operation of the battery pack in different topologies

may result in different SoC variation profiles or traces, under

given initial SoC conditions in each run. Therefore, the main

idea of the proposed balancing algorithm is to periodically

reconfigure the pack architecture and switch to topologies that

are more likely to lead - in the next control period - to SoC

variation profiles that reduce the imbalance, i.e., reduce the

span of all SoC values at any given time. Extensive simulations

Simulate one control period

Record final SoC values

Calculate Max, Std and Mean

Use ML technique to choose next

best topology

Any cell SoC<10%?

No

End

Initialize simulator

Configure initial pack topology 

Assume given workload 

Reconfigure newly selected

topology

Yes

Start

Figure 4. Flowchart of proposed algorithm for cell balancing via periodic (5
minutes) topology reconfiguration.

revealed that certain pack topologies may lead to an increase

in imbalance while others do not. Additionally, we found that

there is no one single topology that is always the best to

use in all scenarios. Therefore, we propose to switch among

different pack topologies, from a reduced set of predetermined

topologies that were found to help reduce cells imbalance and

which are acceptable in terms of output voltage levels.

Fig. 4 shows the flowchart of the proposed algorithm for

pack topology or configuration switching. This algorithm

is implemented and verified inside our custom simulation

framework. The battery pack is simulated for example under a

discharging workload profile starting from a predetermined or

randomly selected initial state for all cells. Then, periodically,

at times separated by control periods, the pack is reconfigured.

To what other pack topology to switch to for the next control

period is decided with an ML based technique, which may

decide to actually keep the current pack topology for one

more control period. The ML models will be described later

on. However, these models require datasets for model training,

testing and validation. It is the custom simulation framework

that enables us to generate these datasets. We instrumented the

simulator to simulate a given pack under many different initial

SoC conditions for the selected number of predetermined

pack topologies and to collect and store desired datasets.

Simulations and dataset generation and collection is done in

discharging scenarios until any of the cells reaches an SoC of

10%. The goal of the dataset generation is to generate rich

datasets that will be used to train the ML models such that

these models will be able to recognize/identify what is the best

pack topology to reconfigure to, given the current status of all
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Figure 5. Illustration of the Pareto optimality. C1 and C2 are calculated with
eq. 7 and eq. 8.

cells SoCs at the end of the previous control period. Details

about the criteria used to choose the best configuration for the

next control interval are provided in the next subsection.

B. Choosing Topologies that are Pareto Optimal to Generate

Datasets for ML Training

In the proposed topology switching approach, we need to

periodically select possibly a new battery pack topology, which

for the duration of the next control period will be more

likely to improve two objectives: 1) reduce the inverse of

the summation of all SoC values of all cells and 2) reduce

the SoC values span or spread, measured as the difference

between the maximum and minimum SoC values. This prob-

lem formulation is a multi-objective optimization. Therefore,

we identify the next best topology to switch to from among

those topologies that represent Pareto optimal solutions [14]

in the solution space defined by the two objective functions.

For example, Fig. 5 illustrates the solution space defined by

the two objectives; each solution in this two dimensional

space is a pack topology, and only some of these form what

is called Pareto frontier. Pareto optimality of such solutions

guarantee that the solutions are such that one cannot improve

one objective without degrading the other [15]. The equations

used for the two objective cost functions C1 and C2 are:

C1 = SoCmax
diff = max

i∈[n]
SoCi − min

i∈[n]
SoCi (7)

C2 = 1/

n
∑

i=1

SoCi (8)

Where we define [n] = {1, 2, .., n} with n being the number

of cells in the battery pack.

C. Prediction of Next Best Topology with ML

The challenge is to find a way to identify a Pareto optimal

pack topology at the beginning of each new control period.

We address this challenge by employing an ML model to do

the prediction as of which topology to choose next. However,

the quality of the ML based prediction depends on how

well the model is trained to capture this type of prediction

Algorithm: Dataset Generation based on Pareto Optimality

1: In: Reconfigurable pack architecture, workload
2: Out: Dataset for training and testing ML model
3: Assume discharging workload
4: for rangeu :← [0.3 : 0.15 : 0.9] do
5: for i← 1 to M do // M: 100 or 200 simulations
6: for j ← 1 to N do // N: number of topologies
7: Configure pack to initial topology j
8: Randomly select initial SoC from rangeu
9: for k ← 1 to N do

10: Configure pack to next topology k
11: Run simulation for next control period
12: Record costs, eq. 7, eq. 8
13: Find best next topology, eq. 9
14: Record new datapoint: (Input features | Label)
15: Input features: end SoC values, j, max, mean, std.
16: Label: next best topology index
17: end for
18: end for
19: end for
20: end for

Figure 6. Pseudocode of the simulation process used to generate datasets.

problem. This in turn depends on the quality of dataset - which

we generate with our custom pack simulation framework.

Essentially, we instrument the simulator to conduct exhaustive

simulations of the type what-if scenarios - during which dataset

is generated for all possible next topologies. Additionally, for

each control period that is simulated and added to the dataset,

we identify the Pareto optimal topology that is labeled as

the next best topology. Looking again at Fig. 5, during the

simulations for dataset generation, at the end of a simulated

control period, there are N topologies evaluated via the cost

functions C1 and C2; these topologies represent the dots in

the figure. The best next topology will be identified as the one

that results in the following minimization:

min
k∈[N ]

√

(Ck
1 )

2
+ (Ck

2 )
2

(9)

Where we define [N ] = {1, 2, .., N} with N being the number

of topologies that are predetermined to use only. Ck
1 and Ck

2

are the values of C1 and C2 for topology k as calculated with

eq. 8 and eq. 7. This topology or configuration is recorded

as the best one to switch the pack to and then continue

the simulation for the next control period during the dataset

generation process. Multiple simulations are run to collect

data for what the best next topology is for different states

of the battery cells. The process of conducting simulations for

training datset generation is described with the pseudocode

from Fig 6.

D. Machine Learning Models

We investigate two ML models which are trained to make

predictions for what the best next pack topology is at any point

during the pack discharging under any workload. These ML

models are: random forest (RF) and k-nearest neighborhood

(KNN). The RF model requires supervised learning and has

been used in applications from face recognition and text
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Figure 7. Selected input features and output labels in the ML model.

classification [16]. The KNN model is another popular model

that also requires supervised learning. The simplicity and

effectiveness makes KNN algorithm one of the most popular

ML algorithms [17]. Its challenge is the selection of k, which

impacts the quality of results. For both models, the input

features used during training include (see Fig. 7): topology

id from the previous control period, SoC values, max, mean

and std of the SoC values at the end of the previous control

period. We selected these input features based on a rigorous

correlation analysis of a larger number of potential inputs; we

retained those that are the least correlated among themselves

in order to keep the model size as small as possible. The

prediction accuracy of both models will be discussed in the

next section.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

A. Comparison of Machine Learning Models

To model practical variations in cell characteristics that

result in differences in cells SoC values, selected cell parame-

ters are assigned different initial values by sampling values

from predetermined distributions. Based on the discussion

from [11], the parameters selected are: initial values of z,

Q, R1, C1, and R0. The imbalance occurs when randomly

initializing those parameters. The actual numerical values of

these parameters are taken from [10], [11].

We investigate a battery pack with 8 cells, which could be

arranged in 128 different topologies. However, only a selected

subset of these topologies will be used to switch between in

the proposed approach because some topologies are not nec-

essarily practical; for example, we eliminate topologies where

all 8 cells are connected in series or in parallel. Eliminating

such topologies is done on practical considerations that involve

desired voltage levels at the pack’s output terminals. On the

other hand, topologies that have 4, 5, 6 rows are kept in the

subset; for example, a four row topology may be [2, 1, 3, 2].
In total, 91 configurations are selected initially. However, out

of these 91 configurations only 10 are finally kept for use in

the proposed switching algorithm. These ten final topologies

are selected as those that are found to be consistent among

those on the Pareto frontier (see Fig. 5) during the dataset

generation process. During the process of generating datasets

and during simulations experiments to evaluate the proposed

approach, the control period is assumed to be 5 minutes.

To investigate the prediction accuracy of the two ML

models, we generate four different datasets. The datasets are

generated for: 1) constant workload and 2) combination of

multiple urban dynamo-meter drive schedule (UDDS) drive

cycles. The accuracy of the two ML models is reported

in Table I. Based on these results, we concluded that the

Table I
ACCURACY OF ML MODELS.

ML Models Dataset1 Dataset2 Dataset3 Dataset4

KNN 49.8% 52.9% 49.9% 52.5%
RF 57.1% 58.4% 54.7% 58.8%

RF model is better than the KNN model and that working

with larger datasets helps improve the prediction accuracy.

Therefore, in the remaining simulations, we only use the RF

model for predictions.

B. Results Obtained with Proposed Balancing Algorithm

The proposed cell balancing algorithm is investigated in

this subsection using the custom simulator. Simulations are

conducted for both types of workload: 1) constant workload

and 2) combination of multiple urban dynamo-meter drive

schedule (UDDS) drive cycles.

The results for constant workload are presented in Fig. 8.

In this figures, x axis represents simulation time while y axis

represents the cells SoC. As a reference case we conduct

a simulation where the pack topology with four rows and

2 columns [2, 2, 2, 2] is used all the time; this topology is

considered the default topology. The result of this simulation

is shown in Fig. 8.a and it is run until any of the cells SoC

reaches 10%, when the simulation stops - the stop time is

an indicator of how long the pack can be used for driving

- in this case 7,213 seconds. The result when the proposed

balancing algorithm is employed is shown in Fig. 8.b, where

the control periods (5 minutes each) are indicated with vertical

dashed lines. The simulation stop time in this case is 8,000

seconds, which is with 10.9% longer compared to the reference

case. This demonstrates that switching between different pack

topologies can be an effective technique to achieve cells

balancing, thereby prolonging the pack runtime.

The results when the workload for the battery pack is a

combination of multiple urban dynamo-meter drive schedule

(UDDS) drive cycles are shown in Fig. 9. Similarly to the first

type of workload, when the proposed cells balancing algorithm

is used, the pack runtime increases from 31,967 seconds to

36,635 seconds - which represents an improvement of 14.6%.

V. CONCLUSION

We presented a novel cell balancing algorithm for battery

packs. The proposed algorithm uses a reconfigurable network

of switches that can be controlled to change the battery pack

topology periodically. Changing the topology of the pack is

done periodically during the normal operation of the pack

with the help of a random forest machine learning based

prediction technique. The proposed approach is verified with

a custom simulation framework that employs state-of-the-art

SoC estimation models. Simulation results conducted for an

8 cells battery pack for two different types of workloads

demonstrated that the proposed cells balancing approach can

increase the pack runtime with up to 14.6% compared to the

reference case.
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Figure 8. (a) Variation of cells SoC when reference topology [2, 2, 2, 2] is
used with constant workload. (b) Variation of cells SoC when the proposed
cells balancing algorithm is used.
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